
2001JOHNWICKPRO

John Wick PRO Pinball Machine

Price: $6,999.00 See Product Details

Lead Time: In Stock

Reserve yours now! Limited quantities available.

Details

Description

Stern Pinball, Inc. announces its newest line of pinball games featuring the world’s greatest assassin, John Wick.
Created in collaboration with Lionsgate, players will experience the thrilling and action-packed billion-dollar
grossing John Wick franchise with film-inspired mechanical features and artwork alongside Stern’s all-new
dynamic AI combat system. John Wick pinball games are available in Pro, Premium, and Limited Edition (LE)
models. The John Wick film franchise is produced by Thunder Road’s Basil Iwanyk and Erica Lee, along with
franchise director Chad Stahelski through his 87Eleven Entertainment production company.

In Stern’s John Wick pinball games, players step into the role of the world’s greatest assassin as he fights to
escape his past. As the titular character, players can engage in high-speed car chases and fast-action drifting
across the playfield, which incorporates models and artwork inspired by iconic locations from the franchise,
including the New York Continental Hotel and the Red Circle Club, all set against a dramatically edge lit New
York City skyline. Players can also open John Wick’s weapons crate to reveal a hidden shot target path to
retrieve an array of weapons. Players must use the sculpted Blood Oath Marker carefully – or risk the
consequences. Players need to survive other assassins, complete jobs for the legendary Factions of the High
Table, and eventually take on John Wick’s “Special Assignment!”



To raise the stakes, John Wick pinball introduces Stern’s all-new dynamic AI combat system, an innovation that
brings the frenetic combat of the legendary films to the game. The Stern team has created a primitive video
game AI system to control the enemy lights on the playfield, setting the John Wick pinball games apart from
prior pinball machines, where all lights were controlled by player actions, timers, and random number
generations. In this new AI combat system, enemy icons are responsive to player behavior and will illuminate
dynamically around the playfield to challenge the player. The enemies move tactically with this dynamic
software to counter player objectives, creating a unique challenge in each game session. The system also
features a new action video player that dynamically reflects player action – as you defeat three enemies, you’ll
see video clips of John Wick doing the same in the films!

Accompanying the high-quality film and audio assets woven into the gameplay, John Wick pinball games will
include custom narration by critically acclaimed actor Ian McShane as Winston and an original score composed
by Charlie Benante of Anthrax and Pantera fame. Additionally, pieces of John Wick’s iconic suits used in
connection with the production of the films will be included as a franchise artifact in the LE models, courtesy of
Lionsgate. The John Wick pinball games will feature original neo-noir style paintings illustrated by acclaimed
artist, Randy Martinez.

“Inspired by one of the most iconic and thrilling film franchises of our time, we’re releasing John Wick pinball
games with the most advanced technology we’ve ever created,” said Seth Davis, President & CEO of Stern
Pinball, “We can’t wait for players to try out our new combat system and experience the action.”

John Wick pinball games include Stern’s award-winning Insider Connected™ system, which enables players to
interact with the game and a global network of players in multiple ways.  Through Insider Connected, players
can track progress, earn new game-specific Achievements, take on special John Wick Quests and complete
Faction Contracts to increase their Assassin ranking.

Insider Connected also provides an operator-focused toolset to drive location play through a better player
experience, game location discovery, location leaderboards, performance analysis, automatic code updates, and
remote diagnostics for easier maintenance.  Registration for Insider Connected is available
at insider.sternpinball.com/ or in the Insider Connected App.  Download it today on iOS and Android.

Delivery Options

FREE PICKUP @ PETERS DISTRIBUTION CENTER

7685 Parklawn Ave, Edina, MN 55435
Peters Warranty covers telephone diagnostics and parts for 1 year from purchase
Original packaging
Assembly required

PETERS LOCAL WHITE GLOVE DELIVERY

We will set-up and test game before delivery
Re-key the lock - so if you ever lose it - it can easily be replaced
Deliver to your home or business, and set it up in the room of your choice *Mileage fees apply outside of the
Twin Cities Area*
Peters Warranty covers telephone diagnostics and parts for 1 year from purchase
Additional 30 day in home warranty (only included if game is delivered within 50 mi radius of Minneapolis)

http://insider.sternpinball.com/


Warranty void in commercial settings

OUT OF AREA SHIPPING 

Please call us to see if this is available to ship out of the local area 612-866-8433.
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